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Abs t r ac t .  Traditional AI research has not given due attention to the 
important role that physical bodies play for agents as their interactions 
produce complex emergent behaviors to achieve goals in the dynamic real 
world. The RoboCup Physical Agent Challenge provides a good test-bed 
for studying how physical bodies play a significant role in realizing in- 
telligent behaviors using the RoboCup framework [Kitano, et al., 95]. 
In order for the robots to play a soccer game reasonably well, a wide 
range of technologies needs to be integrated and a number of technical 
breakthroughs must be made. In this paper, we present three challenging 
tasks as the RoboCup Physical Agent Challenge Phase h (1) moving the 
ball to the specified area (shooting, passing, and dribbling) with no, sta- 
tionary, or moving obstacles, (2) catching the ball fl'om an opponent or 
a teammate (receiving, goal-keeping, and intercepting), and (3) passing 
the ball between two players. The first two are concerned with single 
agent skills while the third one is related to a simple cooperative be- 
havior. Motivation for these challenges and evaluation methodology are 
given. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The ultimate goal in AI, and probably in robotics, is to build intelligent systems 
capable of displaying complex behaviors to accomplish the given tasks through 
interactions with a dynamically changing physical world. Traditional AI research 
has been mainly pursuing the methodology of symbol manipulations to be used 
in knowledge acquisition and representation and reasoning about  i t  with lit- 
tle attention to intelligent behavior in dynamic real worlds [Brooks, 1991]. On 
the other hand, in robotics much more emphasis has been put on the issues 
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of designi~:~g and building hardware systems and their controls. However, re- 
cent topics spread over the two areas include design principles of autonomous 
agents, multi-agent collaboration, strategy acquisition, real-time reasoning and 
planning, intelligent robotics, sensor-fusion, and behavior learning. These topics 
expose new aspects with which traditional approaches seem unable to cope. 

In coping with these issues and finally achieving the ultimate goal, physical 
bodies play the important role of bringing the system into meaningful interaction 
with the physical environment - complex and uncertain, but with an automat- 
ically consistent set of natural constraints. This facilitates the correct agent 
design, learning from the environment, and rich meaningful agent interaction. 
The meanings of "having a physical body" can be summarized as follows: 

1. Sensing and acting capabilities are not separable, but tightly coupled. 
2. In order to accomplish the given tasks, the sensor and actuator  spaces 

should be abstracted under resource-bounded conditions (memory, process- 
ing power, controller etc.). 

3. The abstraction of the sensor and actuator spaces depends on both the fun- 
damental embodiments inside the agents and the experiences (interactions 
with their environments). 

4. The consequence of the abstraction is the agent-based subjective represen- 
tation of the environment, and it can be evaluated by the consequences of 
behaviors. 

5. In the real world, both inter-agent and agent-environment interactions are 
asynchronous, parallel and arbitrarily complex. There is no justification for 
adopting a particular top-down abstraction level for simulation such as a 
global clock 'tick', observable information about  other agents, modes of in- 
teract;ion among agents, or even physical phenomena like slippage, as any 
seemingly insignificant parameter  can sometimes take over and affect the 
global multi-agent behavior. 

6. Natural complexity of physical interaction automatically generatcs reliable 
sample distributions of input data  for learning, rather than from an a priori 
Gaussian distribution in simulations which does not always correctly capture 
the characteristics of the system. 

Even though we should advocate the importance of "having a physical body," 
it seems required to show that  the system performs well coping with new issues 
in a concrete task domain. In other words, we need a standard problem which 
people regard as a new one that  expose various various aspects of intelligent 
behaviors in real worlds. 

RoboCup (The World Cup Robot Soccer Games:[Kitano, st al., 95; Kitano, 
et al., 97]) is an at tempt to promote AI and robotics research by providing a com- 
mon task for evaluation of various theories, algorithms, and agent architectures, 
and was proposed as a new standard problem. Not only the integration of a wide 
range of technologies but also accomplishment of technical breakthroughs are re- 
quired for the robots to play a soccer game reasonably well. RoboCup consists 
of three competition tracks: (1) R e a l  R o b o t  L e a g u e :  using physical robots 
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to play soccer games, (2) S o f t w a r e  R o b o t  Leag u e :  using software agents to 
play soccer games on an official soccer server over the network, and (3) E x p e r t  
R o b o t  C o m p e t i t i o n :  competition of robots which have special skills, but are 
not able to play a game. 

In this paper, we propose the RoboCup Physical Agent Challenges as new 
research issues of physical agents. First, we show how the challenge is signifi- 
cant for physical agent research with long range issues. Then, we show mid- and 
short-term issues which spans fl'om simple skill acquisition to a simple team- 
work behavior. In particular, we pick two single agent skills (ball moving and 
ball catching) and one cooperative skill (passing the ball between two players) 
with different situations (no obstacles, stationary or moving obstacles) as the 
RoboCup physical agent challenge Phase I. We describe how these techniques 
can be evaluated in terms of various kinds of design issues. 

2 R e s e a r c h  I s s u e s  o f  R o b o C u p  P h y s i c a l  A g e n t  T r a c k  

RoboCup physical agent challenges are summarized as follows: 

- P e r c e p t i o n :  The player should observe in real-time the behaviors of other 
objects which it cannot completely predict or control in order to take an 
action to deal with them. Such objects include a ball, an opponent, and in 
some sense, a common-side player, and further a judge. Capabilities of wide 
range perception, discrimination of other agents, and estimation of their 
locations and motions coping with occlusions are needed. Such perception is 
a basic technology to expand robotic applications. 

- Act io ns :  Controlling a ball in a multi-agent situation introduces a new set 
of problems even in robotics, where traditionally the manipulated objects 
are mostly stationary or follow predictable trajectories. Some of the imme- 
diate challenges are discussed in depth in the following sections. Long term 
challenges including: a) controlling a 3D (bouncing or flying) motion of a 
ball, b) soccer playing with limbed (quadruped, hexapods, or even bipeds) 
robots, and c) generating "faint" actions assuming that  the opponent has a 
capability of action observation and prediction. 

- S i t u a t i o n  a n d  B e h a v i o r :  The task domain itself is simple, but infinitely 
many situations can occur in accordance with dynamic changes of the rela- 
tionships in position and relative motion between the ball, the goal, and the 
players, and the context of the game. The optimal behavior changes from 
one situation to another. Since our goal is a soccer playing team, we need 
abilities beyond simple reflexive behaviors. For example, we need situation 
understanding, tactics selection and modification, minimum communication 
with team mates, teamwork behaviors acquired through practical training. 
These issues are closely related to the cognitive issues such as organization 
of spatio-temporal memory of the world and categorization of sets of motor 
behaviors into skills (symbols) grounded by the physical bodies. 

- R e a l - T i m e :  Since the situation rapidly changes according to motions of the 
ball and other players, there is no time to carefully analyze the situation and 
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deliberate a plan. Therefore, the player should take an action such as kicking 
a ball immediately or dribbling it if surrounded by no opponents in order 
to wait for a bet ter  situation, or moving to a certain position in order to 
facilitate future or collaborative actions. 

- P l a t f o r m :  The initiM barrier for physical agent track challengers would be 
to build a team of robotic platforms for soccer playing. A platform should 
have a power source, high speed and quick response mobility, a ball kicking 
capability, sensors for a ball, the goal, the soccer court, self position, and 
other players' position and movements,  on-board and/or  remote computers,  
and a wireless communication for at least accepting the judge's commands. 
Integrat ing all these into a size-constrained physical structure while achiev- 
ing entire real-time performance is already a challenge which requires con- 
strained optimization of a large number  of design parameters.  Part icipating 
in RoboCup requires producing and maintaining multiple such copies. A 
valuable short range challenge would be to propose a standard robotic plat- 
form design for robot soccer. Although this is not exactly an AI issue, such 
a s tandard platform will surely facilitate many  AI researchers potentially 
wanting to test their ideas on real robots. 

These challenges described above are significantly long-term ones along the 
way to realizing a good soccer-playing robot team. Some of them will take a few 
decades to lneet. However, due to the clarity of the final target, several subgoals 
can be derived~ which define mid te rm and short  te rm chMlenges. One of the ma- 
jor reasons that  RoboCup is at tract ive to so many  researchers is that  it requires 
the integration of a broad range of technologies into a team of complete agents, 
as opposed to a task-specific fimctional module. The long term research issues 
are too broad to compile as a list of specific items. Nevertheless, the challenges 
involve a broad range of technological issues ranging from the development of 
physical components, such as high performance batteries and motors, to highly 
intelligent real-time perception and control software. 

The mid-term technical challenges, which are the target for tile next 10 years, 
can be made more concrete, and a partial list of specific topics call be compiled. 
Following is a partial list of research areas involved in RoboCup physical agent 
track, mMnly targeted for the mid te rm time span: (1) agent architecture in 
general, (2) implementation of real-time and robust sensing, (3) reMization of 
stable and high-speed robot control, (4) sensor fusion, (5) behavior learning for 
multi agent environments, and (6) cooperation in dynamic environments. 

Tile RoboCup Physical Agent Challenge should be understood in the context 
of larger and longer range challenges, ra ther  than  as a one-shot challenge. Thus, 
we wish to provide a series of short- term challenges, which naturally leads to the 
accomplishment of the mid- term and long-term challenges. 
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3 O v e r v i e w  o f  T h e  R o b o C u p  P h y s i c a l  A g e n t  C h a l l e n g e  

P h a s e  I 

For the RoboCup Physical Agent Challenge Phase I, we offer three specific chal- 
lenges, essential not only for RoboCup but also for general mobile robotics re- 
search. 

The fundamental  issue for researchers who wish to build real robot systems 
to play a soccer game in RoboCup is how to obtain basic skills to control a ball 
in various kinds of situations. Typical examples are to shoot the ball into the 
goal, to intercept the ball from an opponent, and to pass the ball to a teammate.  
These skills are needed to realize cooperative behaviors with team mates and 
competit ive ones against opponents in soccer game. Among basic skills to control 
the ball, we selected three challenges as the RoboCup Physical Agent Challenge 
Phase I: 

1. moving the ball to the specified area with no, stationary, or moving obstacles, 
2. catching the ball from an opponent or a teammate ,  and 
3. passing the ball between two players. 

These three challenges have many variations in different kinds of situa- 
tions such as passing, shooting, dribbling, receiving, and intercepting the ball 
with/without  opponents whose defensive skills vary from amateur  to profes- 
sional levels. Although they seem very specific to RoboCup, these challenges 
can be regarded as very general tasks in the field of mobile robotics research in 
a flat terrain environment. Since target  reaching, obstacle avoidance, and their 
coordination are basic tasks in the area, the task of shooting the ball while avoid- 
ing opponents that  t ry  to block the player should be ranked as one of the most 
difficult challenges in the area. Once the robot succeeds in acquiring these skills, 
it can move anything to anywhere. 

In another aspect, these three challenges can be regarded as a sequence of one 
task which leads to an increase of the complexity of the internal representation 
according to the complexity of the environment [Asada, 1996]. 

In the case of visual sensing, the agent can discriminate the static environ- 
ment (and its own body if observed) fl'om others by directly correlating the 
motor  commands the agent sent and the visual information observed during the 
motor  command executions. In other words, such observation can be classified as 
a self and stationary environment. In contrast, other active agents do not have a 
simple and straightforward relationship with the self motions. In the early stage, 
they are treated as noise or disturbance because of not having direct visual cor- 
relation with the self motor  commands. Later, they can be found as having more 
complicated and higher correlation (cooperation, competition, and others). As 
a result, the complexity is drastically increased especially since between the two 
there is a ball which can be stat ionary or moving as a result of self or other agent 
motions. 

The complexities of both  the environment and the internal representation of 
the agent can be categorized as a cognitive issue in general, and such an issue is 
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naturally involved in this challenge. In the following, we describe the challenges 
more concretely. 

4 T a s k - h  B a l l  M o v i n g  

4.1 O b j e c t i v e s  

The objective of this challenge is to check how the most fundamental 
skill of moving a ball to the specified area under several conditions with 
no (Level  I), stationary (Level  II),  or moving (Level  I I I )  obstacles in 
the field can be acquired in various kinds of agent architectures, and to 
evaluate merits and demerit of realized skills using the standard tasks. 

The specifications of the ball and the surface of the field is an issue common 
to all the challenges in the physical agent track. In order to emerge various 
behaviors, the field surface should not be so rough as to prevent the ball fl'om 
rolling, but not so smooth that there is no friction. The former would rule out 
kicking or passing, and the latter, dribbling. 

Since there are few variations of the task environment in Leve l  I, agent 
architecture, and sensing in particular, is a major  focus. In Le v e l  I I  motion 
control is the central issue, and in Leve l  I I I  prediction of the motion of obstacles 
is the key issue. 

4.2 T e c h n i c a l  I ssues  

Vis ion  General computer vision and robot vision issues are too broad to deal 
with here. Finding and tracking independently moving objects (ball, players, 
judges) and estimating their motion parameters (2-D and further 3-D) from 
complicated background (field lines, goals, corner poles, flags waved by the sup- 
porters in tile stadium) is too difficult for the current computer and robot vision 
technologies to completely perform in real-time. 

In order to focus on skill acquisition, visual image processing should be dras- 
tically simplified. Discrimination by color information such as a red ball, a blue 
goal, a yellow opponent makes it easy to find and track objects in real-time 
[Asada et al., 1996b]. Nevertheless, robust color discrimination is a tough prob- 
lem because digitized signals are so naive against the slight changes of lighting 
conditions, in the case of remote (wireless) processing, increased noise due to 
environmental factors causes fatal errors in image processing. Currently, hmnan 
programmers adjust key parameters used in discriminating colored objects on 
site. Self calibration methods should be developed, which will be able to expand 
the general scope of image processing applications. 

Visual tracking hardware based on image intensity correlation inside a win- 
dow region can be used to find and track objects from the complicated back- 
ground by setting the initial windows [Inoue, et al., 92]. Currently, a color track- 
ing version is commercially available. As long as the initialized color pattern 
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inside each window does not d~ange much, tracking is almost successful. Cop- 
ing with pattern changes due to lighting conditions and occlusions is one of the 
central issues in applying this type of vision hardware. 

As long as the vision system can cope with the above issues, and capture the 
images of both the specified area (the target) and the ball, there might be no 
problem [Nakamura and Asada, 1995; Nakamura and Asada, 1996]. To prevent 
the agent from losing the target, and /or  the ball (in Leve l  I I  and I I I ,  obstacles, 
too), an active vision system with panning and tilting motions seems preferable, 
but  this makes the control system more complicated and introduces the spatial 
memory organization problem for keeping track of lost objects. A more practical 
way is to use a wider-angle lens. One extreme of this sort is to use the omni- 
directional vision system to capture the image all around the agent. This sort of 
lens seems very useful not only for acquiring the basic skills but also for realizing 
cooperative behaviors in multi agent environments. Currently this type of lens 
is commercially available as spherical and hyperboloidal ones [Ishiguro, 96]. 

O t h e r  p e r c e p t i o n  In the case of other sensing strategies, the agent should 
find the ball, (in L e v e l  I I  a n d  III ,  obstacles, too) and know what the target 
is. Beside vision, typical sensors used in mobile robot research are range finders 
(e.g., sonar) and contact sensors (e.g., bumpers). However, it seems difficult for  
each or any combination among them to discriminate the ball (obstacles, too 
in higher levels) and the target unless special equipment such as transmitter is 
positioned inside the ball or the target, or a global positioning system besides 
on-board sensing and communication lines are used to inform the positions of all 
agents. The simplest case is no on-board sensing but only a global positioning 
system, which is adopted in the small robot league in the physical agent track 
because on-board sensing facilities are limited due to its size regulation. 

In Leve l  I I  and III ,requirements include an obstacle avoidance behavior 
and the coordination of this behavior with a ball-carrying (or passing/shooting) 
behavior. One good strategy is assign the sensor roles in advance. For example, 
sonar and bumper sensors are used for obstacle avoidance while vision sensor is 
used for the target reaching. One can make the robot learn to assign the sensor 
roles [Nakamura et al., 1996]. 

A c t i o n  As described in section 2, total balance of the whole system is a key 
issue to the robot design. In order for the system to facilitate various kinds of 
behaviors, a more complicated mechanical system and its sophisticated control 
techniques are necessary. We should start  with a simpler one and then step up. 
The simplest case is to use just a car-like vehicle which has only two DOFs 
(degrees of freedom, for example forward and turn), and pushes the ball to the 
target (dribbling). 

The target can be just a location, the goal (shooting), and one of the team 
mates (passing). I11 the case of location, a dribbling skill to carry the ball to the 
location might be sufficient. In the lat ter  case, the task is to kick the ball into the 
desired direction without caring about final position of the ball. To discriminate 
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it from a simple dribbling skill, we may need more DOFs to realize a kick motion 
with one foot (or what we may call arm). Ii, the case of passing, velocity control 
of the ball might be a technical issue because one of the team mates to be passed 
to is not stationary but nmving. 

In Leve l s  I I  and I I I ,  requirements include an obstacle avoidance behavior 
and the coordination of this behavior with a ball-carrying (or passing/shooting) 
behavior. To smoothly switch two behaviors, the robot should slow down, which 
increases the possibility that the opponent will take the ball. To avoid these 
situations, the robot can quickly switch behaviors, which causes instability of 
the robot motion. One might use the omni-directionally movable vehicle based 
on a sophisticated mechanism [Asama et al., 1996]. For example, the vehicle 
could move to any direction anytime. In addition to the nmtion control problem, 
there are more issues to be considered such as how to coordinate these two 
behaviors (switching conditions) [Uchibe et al., 1996]. 

M a p p i n g  f r o m  p e r c e p t i o n  to  a c t i o n  There are severM approaches to imple- 
menting the control mechanisms which perform the given task. A conventional 
approach is first to reconstruct the geometrical model of the environment (ball~ 
goal, other agents etc.), then deliberate a plan, and finMty execute the plan. 
However, this sort of approach is not suitable for the dynamically changing 
game environment due to its time-consuming reconstruction process. 

A look-up table (LUT) indicating the mapping fi'om perception to action 
by whatever method seems suitable for quick action selection. One can make 
such an LUT by hand-coding given a priorL I)recise knowledge of the environ- 
ment (the ball, the goals, and other agents) and the agent model (kinemat- 
ics/dynamics). In a sin, pie task domain, a human programmer can do that to 
some extent, but seems difficult to cope with all possible situations completely. 
An opposite approach is learning to decide action selection given ahnost no 
a pr ior i  knowledge. Between exist several variations with more or less knowl- 
edge. The approaches are summarized as follows: (1) complete hand-coding (no 
learning), (2) parameter tuning given the structural (qualitative) knowledge 
(self calibration), (3) Subtask learning fit together in a layered fashion [Stone 
and Veloso, 1997] (4) typical reinforcement learning such as Q-learning with 
almost no a priori knowledge, but given the state and action spaces, (5) ac- 
tion selection from the state and action space construction [Asada et  al., 1996a; 
Takahashi et al., 1996], and (6) tabula ra~sa learning. These approaches should 
be evaluated in various kinds of viewpoints. 

4 . 3  E v a l u a t i o n  

In order to evaluate the achieved skills, we set  up the fol lowing standard tasks  
with some variations.  
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Level-I: W i t h  no  obs tac le  

Field Definition: Positions of a robot, a ball, and target  zones are defined as 
shown in figure 1. Exact coordinates for each position will be defined and an- 
nounced. Positions denoted by alphabetical characters A to F are robot and ball 
positions, and X, Y, and Z are target  zone. 

A D 

B E 

C F 

X 

Y 

Fig. 1. Field Definition for Level-I 

Robot Direction: The direction of the robot is denoted as shown in figure 2. The 
direction of the robot is defined as the direction that  the robot move at normal 
forward moving mode. For robots with omni-directional driving mechanism, the 
direction can be the direction of de fault on-board camera direction. When omni- 
vision system is used for such a robot, arbi trary direction will be used. 

180 

9O 
S Robot  

o ' 

O p p o n e n t  F ie ld  

270 

Fig. 2. Robot Direction 

Session Sequence: Each session consists of 10 trials. For each trial do followings: 

i. One Robot is randomly placed one of A - F position with random direction. 
2. Ball is randomly placed one of A - F position, where robot is not already 

placed. 
3. Target Zone is randomly selected from T1, T2, T3. 
4. With the start  signal, the robot is supposed to approach the ball and move 

it to the assigned target  zone or hit the wall in the opponent  side. 
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There are several restrictions in the robot operations and sequence set up. 
Current restrictions are as follows: 

1. Instructions given to the robot before the each trim shall be linfited to the 
assigned target zone. 

2. At least three trial should include robot position in D, E, F, while a ball is 
in A, B, C. 

3. At least one trial should be robot at position E and a ball at B. 

The first restriction is defined to avoid an operator to instruct robot 's motion 
path manually for each trial. The robot is supposed to find appropriate path by 
itself. 

The second and third restrictions are imposed to examine robot 's  path plan- 
ning capability. For these set up, the robot need to move around the ball to place 
itself to the position behind the bM1 from the opponent field. A simple reactive 
robot which rush to the ball would not able to cope with such situations. 

Score: Scores will be rated as follows: 

- 10 points for correctly moving ball to defined target. 
- 5 points for moving a ball to adjacent zone. 
- 2 points for moving a ball to opponent base line. 
- No point when time out after defined time. 
- Total time is counted. 
- Total point / 100 = Accuracy 

For example, when a robot position, a ball position, and a target zone are 
assigned D, B, and X, respectively, the robot must move toward it 's own goM 
to place itself between the ball and the goal, but, perhaps, slightly to the right. 
The robot shall hit the ball to roll it toward zone X. If the ball hit the wall in 
zone X, it will get 10 points. If it hits wall in zone Y (in reality, this is a goal 
area), it will get 5 point. 

Level-II:  w i t h  S t a t i o n a r y  O b s t a c l e  

Field: The fiehl is defined as shown in Figure 3. Three obstacle positions are 
added. 

Session Sequence: Session procedure is similar to Level-I, but randomly place 
a obstacle in either one of O1, O2, 03. The size of the obstacle is equal to 
the maximum size of one robot is the corresponding league, and use the color 
marking for the opponent robot. 

1. One Robot is randomly placed one of A - P position with random direction. 
2. A ball is randomly placed one of A - F position, where robot is not already 

placed. 
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A D 

B E 

C F 

O1 

02 

03 

X 

Y 

Z 

Fig. 3. Field with Obstacle 

3. An obstacle is randomly placed one of O1, 02,  or 0 3  position. 
4. Target Zone is randomly selected from T1, T2, T3. 
5. With the s tar t  signal, the robot is supposed to approach the ball and move 

it to the assigned target  zone or hit the wall in the opponent side. 

1. Instructions given to the robot  before the each trial shall be limited to the 
assigned target  zone. 

2. At least three trial should include robot position in D, E, F, while a ball is 
in A, B, C. 

3. At least one trial should be robot  at position E and a ball at B. 
4. At least one trial should be robot at position B, a ball at E, and a obstacle 

at O2. 

Score: Scores wilt be rated as follows: 

- 10 points for correctly moving ball to defined target. 
- 5 points for moving a ball to adjacent zone. 
- 2 points for moving a ball to opponent base line. 
- No point when time out after defined time. 
- -5 points when a ball hit the obstacle. 
- Total t ime is counted. 
- Total point / 100 = Accuracy 

L e v e l - I I I :  W i t h  M o v i n g  O b s t a c l e  

Field: The field definition is same as Level-II, shown as Figure 3, but obstacle 
is moving with predefined programs. 

Session Sequence: In order to predict the motion of the obstacle, which is the 
virtual opponents, a limited number of practice sequence is allowed. 

P r a c t i c e :  Pre-defined number of practice sequence is allowed. Within the define 
numbers of trial, an operator is allowed to train the robot with initial robot, 
ball, and obstacle positions of their choice. 
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E v a l u a t i o n :  1. One Robot is randomly placed one of A - F position with 
random direction. 

2. A ball is randomly placed one of A - F position, where robot is not 
already placed. 

3. An obstacle is randomly placed one of O1, O2, or 0 3  position. 
4. Target Zone is randomly selected from T1, T2, T3. 
5. With the start  signal, the robot is supposed to approach the ball and 

move it to the assigned target  zone or hit the wall in the opponent side. 

Score: Scoring scheme is same as Level-II. 

5 

5.1 

Task-Ih The Ball  Catching  

O b j e c t i v e s  

The objective of this challenge is to check how the most f lmdamental  
skill of catching a ball under several conditions such as pass receiving 
( S i t u a t i o n  A),  goal keeping ( S i t u a t i o n  B),  or intercepting ( S i t u a t i o n  
C) cem be acquired, and to evaluate merits and demerit  of realized skills 
using the standard tasks. 

5.2 T e c h n i c a l  I s s ue s  

In addition to issues in the task-I, several other issues remain: 

- S i t u a t i o n  A: Prediction of the ball speed and direction is a key issue to 
receive the ball. To receive thc passed ball while moving, the relationship 
between the moving ball and the self motion should be made clear [Stone 
and Veloso, 1997]. 

- S i t u a t i o n  B: In addition to the above issue, goM protection is important .  To 
estimate the goal position, the agent may have to watch the goal area lines 
and the penMty area line. Again, the omni directionM lens is much be t te r  to 
see the coming ball and the goal position simultaneously. In the goal area line, 
the agent can receive and keep the ball while outside this line it may have 
to kick the ball (not receiving but just protecting the goal). Discrimination 
of these lines might cause the vision to be mnch more complicated. 

- S i t u a t i o n  C: It  seems similar to S i t u a t i o n  A, but  the main difference is to 
get the ball from the pass between opponents. This requires more accurate  
prediction of motions of not only the ball but also opponents (both passer 
and receiver). Also, an additional toad in perception module. 
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5.3 E v a l u a t i o n  for S i t u a t i o n  A 

Level-I:  W i t h  N o  obs tac l e  

A D 

B E 

C F 

T1 

T2 

T3 

X 

Y 

Z 

Fig. 4. Field with Obstacle 

Field: Field is defined as Figure 4. T1, T2, and T3 are initial points of ball 
trajectory. 

Session Sequence: 
- Robot is randomly placed in one of A - F. 
- Facing direction of the opponent goal. 
- A ball is rolled from one of randomly selected position of T1, T2, T3. 
- To maintain consistency of the speed~ a ball is rolled fl'om special equipment 

(a slope), with two different heights (change speed). 
- Robot is supposed to hit the ball before the ball stops. 

~core: 
- 10 points: Stopped the ball before the ball touch the wall. 
- 5 points: Contact the ball before the ball touch the wall, but ball hit the 

wall after the contact. If ball stops before hitting the wall, it will be no point 
even if the robot contact the ball. 

- 3 Points: Contact the ball after the ball hit the wall. 
- No point: Did not contact the ball until the ball stops. 
- -3 point: Did not contact the ball, but it entered its own goal. 
- -5 point: Contact the ball and it entered its own goal. 

Leve l - I I :  W i t h  A S t a t i o n a r y  Obs t ac l e  

Field: O1, 02,  and 03  are possible positions of a stationary obstacle. 

Session Sequence: 

1. Robot is randomly placed in one of A - F. 
2. Facing direction of the opponent goal. 
3. A ball is rolled from one of randomly selected position of T1, T2, T3. 
4. To maintain consistency of the speed, a ball is rolled fl'om special equipment 

(a slope), with two different heights (change speed). 
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Fig. 5. Field with Obstacle 
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5. Robot is supposed to hit the bM1 before the ball stops. 
6. Stat ionary obstacle is placed on O1, 02, or 03  randomly. 

Score: Same as Level-I. 

Level-III: W i t h  A M o v i n g  Obstacle  

Field: Same as Level-II. 

Session Sequence: 

1. Robot is randomly placed in one of A - F. 
2. Facing direction of the opponent  goM. 
3. A bM1 is rolled from one of randomly selected position of T1, T2, T3. 
4. To maintain consistency of the speed, a ball is rolled from special equipment 

(a slope), with two different heights (change speed). 
5. Robot is supposed to hit the ball before the ball stops. 
6. Obstacle is moving with predefined programs 

Score: Same as Level-II. 

5.4 S i tuat ion  B 

Field: Set up conditions and evaluation sequences are similar to other sessions 
discussed already. But, robot and obstacle positions are concentrated near the 
goal area. From G1 to G5 are possible goal keeper robot positions (figure 6 and 
7), and from O1 to 05  are possible obstacle positions (figure 7). 

Session Sequence: A session sequence is as follows: 

1. Robot is randomly placed in one of G1 - G5. 
2. In case of Level-II, - I l I  where obstacle exists, an obstacle is place randomly 

at any of position from O1 to 05. 
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Fig. 6. Field Definition for Goal Keeping Situation 

A D 
G1 0 1  
G2 0 2  
G3 0 3  B E 
G4 0 4  
G5 0 5  

C F 

Fig. 7. Field Definition for Goal Keeping with Obstacle 

3. A ball is rolled from one of randomly selected position of A - F. 
4. To maintain consistency of the speed, a ball is rolled from special equipment 

(a slope), with two different heights (change speed). 
5. Robot is supposed to defend the goal. 

Score: Following score scheme is used. 

- 10 points: Received the ball and move it quickly to the opponent area (be- 
yond the center line). 

- 5 points: Received the ball and move it quickly to the area beyond the 
obstacle positions. 

- 3 Points: Received the ball and clear the ball to the side wall. 
- 0 point: Received the ball, but it contacted the obstacle and move to else- 

where (Not entered the goal). 
- -3 points: Contact  the ball, but the ball entered the goal. 
- -5 points: Did not contact the ball and the ball entered the goal. 

5.5 S i tuat ion  C 

Evaluation sequence of the intercept requires opponent robots which actually 
moves by pre-programmed sequence. Definition of specific sequence largely de- 
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pends on the speed and accuracy of prediction and recognition of robot used in 
the community. A concrete evaluation sequence will be defined in future. 

6 T a s k - I I I :  T h e  C o o p e r a t i v e  B e h a v i o r  ( P a s s i n g  t h e  B a l l )  

6.1 O b j e c t i v e s  

The objective of this challenge is to check how the most fundamental  
cooperative skill (passing a ball between two players) can be acquired, 
and to evaluate merits and demerit  of realized skills using the s tandard 
tasks. 

This task focuses on a basic skill of cooperative behavior between two agents 
while task-I  and -II  focus on the basic skills of one single agent even though 
the environment includes other agents (possible opponents). If task-I  and -II  are 
successfully achieved, passing the ball between two players might become easy. 
Tha t  would mean a combination of passing and receiving skills. However, from 
a viewpoint of cooperative behaviors, there might be more issues. 

6.2 Technical  Issues 

In addition to issue in the task-I and -II, three issues are left. 

- Since tile control architecture is not centralized but decentralized, each agent 
should know capabilities in passing and receiving skills of not only itself but 
tile othcr. Tha t  is, the agent should estimate the level of the other agent 
skills. This means agent modeling. The problem includes partial observability 
due to perceptual limitations. 

- Even though both agents have reasonable passing and receiving skills, the 
timing of passing and receiving nmst  be coordinated. If both agents try to 
learn to improve their own behavior independently, the learning may not 
converge because the policy of the other changes simultaneously. To prevent 
this situation, one of the agents should be a coach (fixed policy) and the 
other, a learner. In this c~se,  modeling of the learner is another  issue for 
good teaching. 

- In M1 these behaviors, and especially in a pass interception, the success rate 
will drastically increase if the agent  can predict the ball holder's ball con- 
trolling behavior, specifically, when and in which direction it will kick. For 
this, the agent should first find a ball holder, track its inotion, and predict 
the oncoming event based on the relative positions of the ball and the sur- 
rounding agents, such as the potential  pass receivers. A primitive example of 
vision based interception of a static obstacle from another robot 's  t ra jectory 
has been demonstrated [Kuniyoshi, 95]. However, a general interception in 
fully dynamic situations like soccer playing is an open problem. 

- Selection of passing direction depends on the motions of opponents.  This in- 
troduces the opponent modeling issue which makes the cooperative behavior 
much harder to realize. 
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6 . 3  E v a l u a t i o n  

Since the challenge with many issues is very hard in the current stage, the Phase 
I challenge will only check cooperative behavior in a benign environment: two 
players with equal skills and with no opponents. 

Field: Field is defined as Figure 8. From D1 to D6 are possible defender robot 
positions, from O1 to 06  are possible opponents positions, and from F1 to F6 
are possible forward robot positions. A ball is placed on one of possible defender 
positions. 

U D4 D1 0 4  

D5 D2 0 5  

D6 D3 0 6  

O1 F4 F1 

0 2  F5 F2 

0 3  F6 F3 

Fig. 8. Field Definition for Ball Passing 

X 

Y 

Z 

Session Sequence 

1. One robot is randomly placed in one of D1 - D6. 
2. The other robot is randomly place in one of F1 - F6. 
3. Direction of two robots are defined at random. 
4. A ball is randomly placed in one of D1 - D6, where robot is not already 

occupied. 
5. For Level-II and -III  sequence, an obstacle is randomly placed in one of O1 

- 06. 
6. A robot is supposed to hit the ball and tile other robot shall receive it. 

Score: 

- 10 points: Move the ball and pass it to the other robot without hitting the 
obstacle nor the wall. The robot in F1 - F6 area must stop the ball or goal 
it after contacting the ball. 

- 5 points: Move the ball and p u s  it to the other robot without hitting the 
obstacle. The ball may hit the wall during the pass. The robot in F1 - F6 
area must stop the ball or goal it after contacting the bali. 

- 3 points: Move the ball and pass it to the other robot without hitting the 
obstacle nor the wall. The robot in F1 - F6 area contacted the ball, but ball 
hit the side wall. 
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- No point: Move the ball beyond the center line without hitting the obstacle, 
but the other robot did not stop the ball nor goal the ball. 

- -3 point: The ball hit the obstacle. 
- -5 point: Fail to move the ball beyond the centerline within given time. 
- -10 points: Fail to contact the ball within given time. 
- -10 points: Own Goal. 

7 D i scuss ion  

7 . 1  M a n a g i n g  t h e  C h a l l e n g e  

Committee: The RoboCup Physical Agent Challenge Commit tee  will be formed 
to execute the challenge initiative. The committee will include members of the 
international executive committee for RoboCup and distinguished robotics re- 
searchers not directly involved in the RoboCup.  The commit tee  will create spe- 
cific tasks and criteria for evaluation, as well as provide technical advises for the 
challengers. 

Web Site: On the RoboCup home page ( h t t p : / / w w w . r o b o c u p .  org/RoboCup/) ,  
we are planning to show how to design a basic robot platform and technical in- 
formation. The home page also provides a set of papers and technical documents 
related to RoboCup. 

Competitions and Conferences: A series of RoboCup competi t ion is planned to 
provide opportunities to test their ideas in conjunction with workshops at ma- 
jor international conferences, as well as local workshops, in order to facilitate 
exchange of information, discussions, and to feedback the status of the chal- 
lengers to the overall framework of the challenge. As international events, we are 
I)lamfing to have RoboCup-98 Paris (with ICMAS-98 conference), RoboCup-98 
Victoria (as a part  of IROS-98 conference), and RoboCup-98 Singapore (as a 
part  of PRICAI-98 Conference). Several local competitions will be organized by 
local committee in each region. 

7 . 2  I n f r a s t r u c t u r e  I s s u e s  

One of the most important  issues in the physicM agent challenge is the design of 
the standard platform and their supply because the range of the physical agent 
designs is to too wide to evaluate the skills achieved in the same level. If  we had 
a precisely specified platform for RoboCup,  the situation would be similar to 
the current simulation track because the design issues of mechanical structure 
would disappear. On the other hand, completely free design makes it hard to 
evaluate the skills achieved on equal terms. As a middle ground, we would like 
to have a platform that  allows us to easily reeonfigure the physical structure by 
which we expect physical agents to develop complex behaviors. 

Recently, an open architecture called O P E N R  has been proposed as such 
a platform [Fujita and Kageyama,  1997]. O P E N R  has 1) standard interfaces 
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between physical and software components and a programming framework, 2) 
configurable physical components with a common interface and information ex- 
changer of their function and configurations, and 3) is constructed as a layered 
architecture based on object-oriented robot OS. 

Expecting tha t  an open architecture such as O P E N R  will be available for 
the RoboCup context in the very near future, we will offer basic resources and 
opportunities in order to facilitate technical progress based on the RoboCup 
physical agent challenge. 

8 C o n c l u s i o n  

The RoboCup Physical Agent Challenge Phase I offers a set of three fundamental  
challenges, focused on ball moving, ball catching, and ball passing. These were 
chosen as the first set of challenges because they are essential technical issues 
for RoboCup, as well as for general robot system control and in particular for 
multi-agent control. 
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